ARMORED CAR SERVICES (RE-RELEASE) RFP

FORMAL REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL

ADDENDUM NUMBER: ONE (1)  MARCH 23, 2021

THIS ADDENDUM IS ISSUED PRIOR TO THE ACCEPTANCE OF THE FORMAL RFPS. THE FOLLOWING CLARIFICATIONS, AMENDMENTS, ADDITIONS, DELETIONS, REVISIONS, AND MODIFICATION FORM A PART OF THE CONTRACT DOCUMENTS ONLY IN THE MANNER AND TO THE EXTENT STATED.

NOTIFICATION

Please note that the deadline for RFP submissions has been extended as indicated below:

REVISED DUE DATE: Prior to 3:00 P.M., Friday, April 2, 2021
VIRTUAL RFP OPENING: 9:30 A.M., Monday, April 5, 2021

Broward Health is compiling the responses to the remaining vendor inquiries and will post a subsequent Addendum.

Q&A

1. Are there any security access restrictions/weapon restrictions at any of the pickup locations? Yes; physical or technological access control systems may be in use at the location; Broward Health will ensure vendor is provided with access. Weapons are authorized by those with legal business reasons.

2. Are there any parking restrictions at any of the pickup locations? Yes – some locations may have designated parking areas; Broward Health will ensure vendor has easy access parking for security, where necessary.

3. Who is the depository? The Cashier.

4. Is there only 1 pickup point at each address? Yes, cashier’s office.

5. Deposit Pickup Procedures – C) states “Vendor is solely liable for the security and contents of the deposit(s) and deposit bag(s)”. Please verify that this refers to the custody of the bag as a “whole”, NOT if there is a difference (accounting error) in the amount contained therein vs. the “Said to Contain” amount that is written on the deposit bag? Yes, this is referring to the custody of the bags as a whole.

6. Do the days of service require weekends? No.
7. Are there any special requirements or badging that the Officers may require to access the locations? Vendor will need to check in with security and obtain a visitor badge and personal must always wear company uniform and identification while on a Broward Health property.

8. In addition to the submission of the RFP proposal via e-mail, does BH require a hard paper proposal to be sent via post, and if so, is there any time constraints? Bid responses must be uploaded to the link included in the RFP prior to the due date/time. Hard copy responses are not needed.

9. Will Broward Health require “receipt books” for the locations to log the deposits and the armored crew to sign for receipt? Yes.

END ADDENDUM ONE